AGENDA
Phone: 541-682-5481
www.eugene-or.gov/pc

Meeting Location:
Virtual Meeting (Via Zoom)

The Eugene Planning Commission welcomes your interest in these agenda items. Due to
Governor Kate Brown’s Stay Home, Save Lives Executive Order to combat the spread of
COVID-19, this meeting will be held remotely using virtual meeting technology. Information
about online or other options for access and participation is available on the last page of this
agenda.
For the hearing impaired, assistive-listening devices or an interpreter can be provided with 72hour notice prior to the meeting. Spanish-language interpretation may also be provided with
72-hour notice. These services may not be available during the Planning Commission meeting
based on service availability but may occur as a follow up service. To arrange for these
services, contact the Planning Division at 541-682-5675.

MONDAY, APRIL 26, 2021 – Regular Meeting 11:30 am to 1:30 pm
Commissioners: John Barofsky; Ken Beeson (Vice Chair); Tiffany Edwards; Lisa Fragala; Dan
Isaacson; Chris Ramey (Chair); Kristen Taylor
A. PUBLIC COMMENT
The Planning Commission reserves 10 minutes at the beginning of this meeting for
public comment. The public may comment on any matter, except for items scheduled
for public hearing or public hearing items for which the record has already closed.
Generally, the time limit for public comment is three minutes; however, the Planning
Commission reserves the option to reduce the time allowed each speaker based on the
number of people requesting to speak.
B. WORK SESSION: MIDDLE HOUSING CODE AMENDMENTS UPDATE
Staff: Terri Harding, 541-682-5635, THarding@eugene-or.gov
C. ITEMS FROM COMMISSION AND STAFF
1. Other Items from Staff
2. Other Items from Commission
3. Learning: How are we doing?

HOW TO ACCESS THE MEETING
To watch a webcast of the meeting live:
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Visit: https://www.eugene-or.gov/2109/Planning-Commission-Webcasts
To be able to participate in Public Comment join using one of the two following options:
1. Join on your computer, tablet or smartphone
Visit: https://eugene-or-gov.zoom.us/j/98939251956
Sign up to speak by clicking once on the “raise hand” icon
2. Join on your phone
Dial one of the below numbers and enter the Webinar ID: 989 3925 1956
+1 833-548-0276 (Toll Free); or
+1 833-548-0282 (Toll Free); or
+1 877-853-5257 (Toll Free); or
+1 888-475-4499 (Toll Free);
For higher quality, dial a number based on your current location.
International numbers available: https://eugene-or-gov.zoom.us/u/acRDLxDSxE
Sign up to speak by dialing *9 (Star-9)
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AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY
April 26, 2021

To:

Eugene Planning Commission

From:

Terri Harding, City of Eugene Planning Division

Subject:

Middle Housing Code Amendments Update (Implementation of House Bill 2001)

ACTION REQUESTED
At this meeting, the Planning Commission is asked to provide feedback on draft land use code
recommendations for the Middle Housing Code Amendments project. This meeting will continue the
Commission’s review of the draft code, focusing on standards for triplexes, quadplexes, and rowhouses,
in addition to affordability strategies within the land use code.
INTRODUCTION
The Eugene Middle Housing Code Amendments project seeks to implement Oregon House Bill 2001
(2019), which requires large cities such as Eugene to allow middle housing including duplexes, triplexes,
fourplexes, cottage clusters, and rowhouses, in more places across the city, in order to increase housing
choice and supply. This work session is a follow up to the April 13, 2021 work session, where the
Commission discussed draft recommendations for overall code approach, duplexes, cottage clusters,
and Special Area Zones.
At this meeting, the Commission will have an opportunity to learn about the project team’s
recommendations for triplexes, quadplexes, and rowhouses. In addition, we will discuss how selected
code standards like lot size and parking requirements may influence housing affordability at each of the
implementation levels of Allow, Encourage, and Incentivize.
Draft code recommendations on these topics have been developed in response to the public input
gathered from October 2020 through February 2021, as well as technical analysis of the state rules
adopted in December, economic feasibility analysis, and check-ins with the Planning Commission.
April Outreach Update
At the Commission’s April 13 work session, a comprehensive February Outreach Report was presented
and discussed. That outreach informed the creation of draft code language, incorporating the strong
theme of landing between the Encourage and Incentive approaches for most code standards.
April outreach is underway to gather feedback on the draft code language. The Healthy Democracy
panel is meeting on April 20, 22, and 27, 2021. Developer focus groups are being planned for the last
week of April and first week of May. The Local Partners and Boards and Commissions RoundTables will
meet on April 29, and the Equity RoundTable will meet the first week of May. All these groups will
consider how well the draft code language supports the project’s values and principles, as well as how
well the code supports housing affordability.
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As a reminder, the principle that was most strongly prioritized by the 741 respondents to the middle
housing survey was “Equity and Access to Housing,” followed by “Housing of All Shapes and Sizes” and
“Vibrant Neighborhoods.”
A participant of the Equity RoundTable, Mark, will be joining the Commission at this meeting to share
observations from the Equity meetings and continue to elevate the voices of underrepresented
communities in this process.
Triplexes, Quadplexes, and Rowhouses
Draft recommendations for triplexes, quadplexes, and rowhouses are included in Attachment A. This
attachment contains draft code recommendations for all of the housing types and is an updated version
of the memo attached to the April 13, 2021 packet.
Attachment A walks through the recommendations for standards such as lot size, height, setbacks, and
parking for duplexes, triplexes, quadplexes, cottage clusters, and rowhouses. Where updated
information has been included since the April 13 work session materials were distributed, it is noted
with the word UPDATE at the beginning of the paragraph. The team will walk through the
recommendations for triplexes, quadplexes and rowhouses during the meeting, note any recent
feedback gathered from the April outreach meetings, and ask for Planning Commission feedback to
refine the recommendations.
Affordability Strategies
As described in Attachment B, ECONorthwest analyzed some of the draft code recommendations to
assess their impact on housing affordability. The analysis considers the impacts of varying development
regulations, including lot size and parking requirements, on small rental units. The purpose is to
determine how the City’s code choices can increase the affordability of middle housing development.
The conclusions state that “the Encourage and Incentivize code provisions related to reducing minimum
lot size and minimum parking requirements for middle housing positively impact the feasibility and
affordability of smaller rental units. These units would be affordable to households between 71% and
94% of AMI, generally earning less than $60,000 per year.”
ECONorthwest staff will be at the meeting to answer questions about this new analysis and economic
feasibility in general.
NEXT STEPS
The project’s Engage Eugene and web page are frequently updated with opportunities to engage
community members and provide information about middle housing in Eugene. Additionally, the overall
project schedule for the current phase is included below. At the next Planning Commission meeting on
May 17, 2021, the project team will walk through revised code language recommendations for all the
middle housing types, as well as other land use code and plan amendments needed to complete the
adoption package. We will ask for Planning Commission feedback and guidance as we move forward
with presenting a project update to the Eugene City Council on May 24, 2021.
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ATTACHMENTS
A. Summary of Draft Code Amendments (All Housing Types)
B. Affordability Analysis Memo

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Staff Contact: Terri Harding
Telephone: (541) 682-5635
Staff E-Mail: THarding@eugene-or.gov
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Attachment A
LAND USE PLANNING
TRANSPORTATION PLANNING
PROJECT MANAGEMENT

MEMORANDUM

Summary of Draft Code Amendments – All Middle Housing Types
Eugene Middle Housing Code Amendments
D AT E

April 19, 2021

TO

Eugene Planning Commission

FROM

Kate Rogers and Matt Hastie, APG

CC

City of Eugene Middle Housing Project Team
Ben Weber and Emma-Quin Smith, SERA
Becky Hewitt and Tyler Bump, ECONorthwest
Julie Fischer, Cogito

This memorandum summarizes initial draft code amendments as part of the Eugene Middle Housing Code
Amendments project. The memo has been updated to reflect draft recommendations for all middle
housing types. We will be reviewing initial code recommendations at two Planning Commission (PC) work
sessions on April 13 and 26. The April 13 meeting focused on the Project Team’s recommendations related
to duplexes, cottage clusters, and Special Area Zones, and followed up on the key code issues that were
discussed at the March 9 PC work session. The April 26 meeting will focus on recommendations related to
triplexes, fourplexes, and townhouses.
Input received at the April 13 and 26 work sessions will be incorporated into a revised draft of the code
amendments. The PC will have the opportunity to review that revised code amendments package at the
May 17 work session. The team is scheduled to deliver an “adoption-ready” draft set of code and policy
recommendations by the end of June. However, the City will continue to seek input on and revise these
draft amendments. In the latter half of the year, City staff will manage revisions, prepare an adoption
package, and bring the middle housing code amendments through the local adoption process.

Table of Contents
Key Decision Points ............................................................................................................................................ 2
Duplex ................................................................................................................................................................ 5
Cottage Cluster ................................................................................................................................................... 9
Triplex and Fourplex ......................................................................................................................................... 18
Rowhouse ......................................................................................................................................................... 27
Special Area Zones ........................................................................................................................................... 34
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Key Decision Points
At the March 9 work session, the Planning Commission provided input on some key questions that the
Project Team was considering in drafting code amendments. Following is a summary of the team’s
recommended approach in the draft amendments regarding each of these questions.
1. Which approach to code writing should Eugene use overall, recognizing there may be some
variation among specific standards? ALLOW, ENCOURAGE, INCENTIVIZE?
Recommendation: There has been overwhelming support for landing between the ENCOURAGE
and INCENTIVIZE levels of implementation from the Planning Commission as well as from the online
survey, Healthy Democracy, and the Roundtable meetings. The Project Team generally recommends
the ENCOURAGE approach, plus INCENTIVIZING middle housing near transit corridors with a few
key standards—such as lot size and parking.
The proposed geography for applying the INCENTIVIZE approach is within ¼ mile of frequent transit
lines. This methodology would be consistent with the methodology for Transportation SDC
incentives (see light green area in the map below).
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2. Which approach should the City use for lot sizes and base zone development standards such as lot
coverage, height, setbacks, parking, etc.?
Recommendation: As noted above, the Project Team generally recommends the ENCOURAGE
approach for most base zone development standards such as minimum lot size, lot coverage, and
height. However, for some standards (such as minimum setbacks), the team recommends the
ALLOW approach, which would keep existing standards for middle housing that match those
standards that apply to existing single-family detached housing in the same zone. In addition, the
Team recommends the INCENTIVIZE approach to promote middle housing development near transit
corridors by relaxing certain key standards in those areas—lot size, height, and minimum parking.
More detail about specific recommended standards is provided below.
3. Which approach should the City use for design standards (outside of Special Area Zones) —apply
the Model Code or be less restrictive?
Recommendation: In general, the Project Team recommends applying standards adapted from the
Model Code. The Model Code includes a modest set of design standards that are already fairly
flexible. Therefore, the team does not recommend relaxing the standards much further. Doing so
likely would have very few impacts on where middle housing would be located and very limited
impacts on financial feasibility or affordability.
Relative to the existing code, adapting Model Code design standards would add requirements in
some places (e.g., articulation standards for rowhouses), but would remove requirements in other
places (e.g., removing the alley access requirement for rowhouses, and subjecting triplexes and
fourplexes to less restrictive standards compared to the current the Multi-Family standards).
However, areas where design standards could be even further relaxed, if desired, are identified
below.
4. Should the City permit detached plexes?
Recommendation: Pursuant to the ENCOURAGE approach, the Project Team recommends allowing
both attached and detached duplexes, triplexes, and fourplexes. This would promote maximum
flexibility while also encouraging preservation of existing single-family detached homes by allowing
detached units to be added to a lot.
UPDATE: A questions was raised at the April 13 PC work session about the difference between a
detached duplex and a single-family dwelling with a detached accessory dwelling unit (ADU). The
main thing that distinguishes an ADU from a duplex is unit size; ADUs are limited to 800 square feet
or 10% of the lot area, whichever is smaller, whereas duplex units have no such limit (and none is
proposed). Because of ADUs’ limited size, they are eligible for certain incentives, including system
development charge (SDC) reductions. Eugene is also working on pre-approved plans for ADUs that
would facilitate the permitting process and reduce costs. In addition, state law prohibits cities from
requiring off-street parking for an ADU. These are all factors that might compel a property owner to
permit a second unit on their property as an ADU, rather than a duplex.
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5. Should the City allow cottages on individual lots?
Recommendation: Also pursuant to the ENCOURAGE approach, the Project Team recommends
allowing both single-lot and individual-lot cottage cluster development. Allowing cottages on
individual lots provides opportunities more affordable fee-simple homeownership, while allowing
cottages on a single lot provides opportunities for both rentals and condominium ownership.
6. What is the preferred approach for updating Special Area Zones (SAZs)?
Recommendation: At the March 9 Planning Commission work session, we heard general support
for keeping standards relatively consistent throughout the city and not subjecting middle housing to
special or more onerous standards in SAZs. However, the Project Team is examining each SAZ more
closely before making a recommendation. The team may recommend individual approaches for
each SAZ. Some SAZs would need only minor tweaks to be compliant with state requirements for
middle housing, and some special design standards may be appropriate in certain zones. However,
other SAZs will require significant revisions to make them compliant with state rules and to remove
barriers to middle housing. More information about options for updating SAZs is provided below.
The Project Team’s recommendations will be included in the next version of this summary memo
(provided before the April 26 work session).
UPDATE: At the April 13 work session, the Planning Commission expressed further support for an
equitable approach to middle housing allowances throughout the city, including in Special Area
Zones. Several PC members recommended the approach of exempting middle housing from special
SAZ standards. A few Commissioners did acknowledge the public process that went into developing
special standards in the SAZs, and advocated for staying true to that process by preserving some
standards that do not limit feasibility for middle housing.
After weighing this input and considering the adopted administrative rules for the House Bill, the
Project Team recommends exempting middle housing from the SAZ standards. The team instead
recommends subjecting middle housing to the most applicable base zone standards, and also to the
new Special Development Standards for Middle Housing that is proposed to be added to EC 9.5000.
This way, middle housing will be subject to the same set of siting and design standards throughout
the city. This would ensure that middle housing is equally feasible to build in neighborhoods
throughout the city—at least in terms of the regulatory environment—and would be in keeping
with the community’s overwhelming support for an equitable approach to middle housing
implementation.
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Code Recommendations
The following tables summarize proposed code amendments for each middle housing type. The tables are organized by the “levels of
implementation” framework—identifying potential standards according the ALLOW, ENCOURAGE, and INCENTIVIZE approaches. We’ve identified
the Project Team’s recommended approach for each standard or topic area, where there are choices to make. These tables are intended to
represent the “packages” approach to lot size, lot coverage, height, parking, other development standards that was discussed at the March 9 PC
work session.

Duplex

EC 9.0500 Definitions

ALLOW

ENCOURAGE

INCENTIVIZE
(near transit)

Keep duplex definition as attached
units. Revise to clarify that units are
on a single lot.

Revise definition to allow both
attached and detached units.

Same as ENCOURAGE

No change—duplexes already
permitted in R zones.

Revise housing type description
to reflect detached duplex
allowance.

*Recommended Approach*

EC 9.2700 Residential Zones
Land Use and Permit
Requirements (9.2740)

Same as ENCOURAGE

*Recommended Approach*
Special Use Limitations (9.2741)

Remove note (4) with lot size and
location limitations for duplexes.

Same

Same

Density

Exempt duplexes from maximum
density.

Same

Same

Maximum Height

Keep current standards:

Development Standards (9.2750)

•

Increase height allowance for
R-1: 30 ft (+ 7 ft for pitched roof ≥ duplex:
6:12)
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Increase height allowance only
near transit:

•

R-2: 35 ft

•

R-3: 50 ft

•

R-4: 120 ft

•

R-1: 35 ft (+ 7 ft for pitched
roof)

•

R-1 near transit: 35 ft (+ 7
ft for pitched roof)

•

R-2 – R-4: (no change)

•

R-1 elsewhere: 30 ft (+ 7 ft
for pitched roof)

•

R-2 – R-4: (no change)

*Recommended Approach*
Minimum Setbacks

Keep current standards in R-1 – R-4:

R-1 – R-4:

•

Front Yard: 10 ft

•

Front Yard: 5 ft

•

Interior: 5 ft

•

Interior: 5 ft

Same as ENCOURAGE

*Recommended Approach*
Maximum Lot Coverage

Keep current standards:

Increase allowance for duplex:

•

R-1 – R-2: 50%

•

R-1 – R-2: 60%

Further increase allowance
near transit

•

R-3 – R-4: N/A

•

R-3 – R-4: N/A

•

R-1 – R-2 near transit: 70%

•

R-1 – R-2 elsewhere: 60%

•

R-3 – R-4: N/A

*Recommended Approach*
Minimum Open Space

Keep current standard in R-2 – R-4:
20% open space -- Applies to all
development in these zones, so
complies with OAR.

Reduce to 10% or remove.

Same as ENCOURAGE

*Recommended Approach*

Special Development Standards for Table 9.2750 (9.2751)
(15) Driveways and Parking
Areas.

No changes.

Exempt middle housing from
special driveway and parking area
restrictions in Amazon,
Fairmount, and South University
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Same as ENCOURAGE

Neighborhoods in R-1, and
restrictions in R-3 and R-4.
*Recommended Approach*
(18) Alley Access Lots in R-1.

Allow duplexes on alley access lots
(currently only single-family is
permitted).
Keep existing limits on building size
(800 sf / 10% of lot) and height (18 ft
+ sloped setbacks).

Increase the building size and/or
height allowances for duplexes so
they’re more feasible to build
(e.g., increase maximum building
size to 1,200 sf and allow 2
stories).

Keep current standards:

Reduce lot area for duplex:

Same as ENCOURAGE

*Recommended Approach*

Lot Standards (9.2760)
Lot Area Minimum

•

Standard Lots (R-1 – R-4): 4,500 sf •

Standard Lots: 3,000 sf

Further reduce lot area near
transit:

•

Small Lots (R-2 – R-4): 2,250 sf

Small Lots: (no change)

•

Standard Lots near transit:
2,250 sf

•

Standard Lots elsewhere:
3,000 sf

•

Small Lots: (no change)

•

*Recommended Approach*
Flag Lots

Keep existing lot area minimum:
6,000 sf

(no change recommended)

(no change recommended)

Lot Width / Frontage Minimum

Keep current standards:

Same as ENCOURAGE

•

R-1: 50 ft

Reduce width/frontage for
duplex:

•

R-2 – R-4: 35 ft

•

R-1: 35 ft

•

R-2 – R-4: (no change)

*Recommended Approach*
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Special Standards for Table
9.2760 (9.2761)

Remove housing mix maximum for
duplexes in subdivisions.

Same as ALLOW

Same as ALLOW

Small Lot Standards for R-2, R-3,
and R-4 Zones (9.2770)

Add note stating that duplexes are
permitted on small lots.

Same as ALLOW

Same as ALLOW

Duplex Division Lot Standards
(9.2777)

Keep current standards:

Reduce area/dimension
standards:

Same as ENCOURAGE

NOTE: These recommendations
may change based on the
outcome of proposed legislation
(SB 458/ HB 2283), which would
mandate the allowance of land
divisions for middle housing.

•
•
•

Existing lot area minimum: 8,000
sf

•

Resulting lot width minimum: 40
ft

Existing lot area minimum:
4,500 sf

•

Resulting lot area minimum:
3,600 sf

Resulting lot width minimum:
20 ft

•

Resulting lot area minimum:
2,250 sf

*Recommended Approach*

EC 9.6400 Motor Vehicle
Parking and Loading

Keep current minimum: 1 space per
unit

1 space per unit; allow on-street
parking credit 1

Minimum Off-Street Parking
(9.6410)

•

Near transit: 0 spaces per
unit

•

Elsewhere: 1 space per
unit

•

Allow on-street parking
credit everywhere1

*Recommended Approach*

Design Standards (outside
SAZs)

N/A
(City can only apply the same
standards that apply to single-family

Same

Same

1 The on-street credit would be provided only in areas or situations where on-street parking is available and feasible for residents of duplexes. For example, it would not be an option
on streets where on-street parking is not allowed or available and may not be an option in areas with metered or permit parking on-street.
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detached dwellings, but Eugene has
no design standards for SFD)

Cottage Cluster
General / Development Standards

ALLOW

ENCOURAGE

INCENTIVIZE
(near transit)

Add a new definition of “cottage
cluster” that is consistent with the
HB 2001 definition. Define as units
on a single lot.

Keep the definition flexible as to
whether cottages are on a single lot
or individual lots.

Same as ENCOURAGE

Land Use and Permit
Requirements (9.2740)

Add cottage cluster to use table.

Same

Same

Special Use Limitations (9.2741)

N/A

N/A

N/A

Exempt cottage clusters from
maximum density.

Same

Same

EC 9.0500 Definitions

*Recommended Approach*

EC 9.2700 Residential Zones

Development Standards (9.2750)
Density

In R-1, apply a minimum net density
of 4 units per acre (per the HB 2001
definition of cottage cluster). NOTE:
Required minimum lot sizes for
cottage clusters will result in
densities higher than 4 units per
acre.
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Maximum Height

Refer to special height standards for
cottage clusters (see Design /
Special Development Standards
section below).

Same

Same

Minimum Setbacks

Keep current standards in R-1 – R-4:

(no change recommended)

(no change recommended)

•

Front Yard: 10 ft

•

Interior: 5 ft

*Recommended Approach*
Maximum Lot Coverage

Exempt cottage clusters from lot
coverage requirements, per OAR.

Same

Same

Minimum Open Space

Keep current standard in R-2 – R-4:
20% open space -- Applies to all
development in these zones, so
complies with OAR.

Exempt cottage clusters from open
space requirements, since common
courtyard standards will apply.

Same as ENCOURAGE

*Recommended Approach*

Special Development Standards for Table 9.2750 (9.2751)
(15) Driveways and Parking
Areas.

No changes.

Exempt middle housing from
special driveway and parking area
restrictions in Amazon, Fairmount,
and South University
Neighborhoods in R-1, and
restrictions in R-3 and R-4.

Same as ENCOURAGE

*Recommended Approach*
Lot Standards (9.2760)
NOTE: Eugene’s lot standards typically control only the creation of new lots. However, the Middle Housing OARs permit cities to use minimum
lot size to regulate on which existing lots middle housing (other than duplexes) is permitted. The lot standards proposed below would regulate
both the creation of new cottage cluster lots and the minimum size of existing lots that could be developed with a new cottage cluster.
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Lot Area Minimum

For cottages on a single lot, add lot
area standards according to
minimum OAR compliance:
R-1 – R-4: 7,000 sf
(No cottage cluster subdivision
permitted.)

Apply reduced lot area:
•

R-1: 6,000 sf

•

R-2 – R-4: none (this would be
consistent with no minimum lot
size for triplex/fourplex)

Further reduce lot area near
transit:
•

R-1 near transit: 4,500 sf

•

R-1 elsewhere: 6,000 sf

•

R-2 – R-4: none

(See below for cottage cluster
subdivision standards.)

*Recommended Approach*
(See below for cottage cluster
subdivision standards.)

Flag Lots

Keep existing lot area minimum:
6,000 sf

(no change recommended)

(no change recommended)

Lot Width / Frontage Minimum

Keep current standards:

(no change recommended)

Same as ENCOURAGE

•

R-1: 50 ft

•

R-2 – R-4: 35 ft

*Recommended Approach*
Special Standards for Table
9.2760 (9.2761)

N/A

Add note pointing to new Cottage
Cluster Subdivision Lot Standards.

Same as ENCOURAGE

Cottage Cluster Subdivision Lot
Standards (9.2771) (Proposed
new section)

N/A

Establish standards for cottage
cluster subdivisions, similar to EC
9.771 Small Lot Standards and EC
9.777 Duplex Division Standards.
Establish special setbacks for
cottage lots, requirements for
access easements, etc.

Same as ENCOURAGE

Exempt cottage clusters from bike
parking standards.

Same

Same

NOTE: These recommendations
may change based on the
outcome of proposed legislation
(SB 458/ HB 2283), which would
mandate the allowance of land
divisions for middle housing.

EC 9.6100 Bicycle Parking
Standards
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EC 9.6400 Motor Vehicle Parking and Loading
Minimum Off-Street Parking
(9.6410)

Apply minimum of 1 space per unit.

Reduce parking requirements for
smaller units.
Units <1,000 sf: 0 spaces
Units >1,000 sf: 1 per unit
Allow on-street credit.

2

Units <1,000 sf: 0 spaces
Units >1,000 sf near transit:
0.5 per unit
Units >1,000 sf elsewhere: 1
per unit
Allow on-street credit
everywhere.2
*Recommended Approach*

EC 9.6700 Site Development Standards
Recycling and Garbage Screening Exempt small cottage clusters from
(9.6740)
recycling and garbage screening
requirements.

Exempt all cottage clusters (and
other middle housing) from
recycling and garbage screening
requirements.

Same as ENCOURAGE

Underground Utilities (9.6775)

For cottage clusters (and other
middle housing) created by adding
units on a lot with an existing home
that has overhead utilities – exempt
the new units from underground
utility requirements.

Same

Same

EC 9.6880 Tree Preservation

Since SFD is exempt, must also
exempt middle housing from tree
preservation standards.

Same

Same

2 The on-street credit would be provided only in areas or situations where on-street parking is available and feasible for residents of cottage clusters. For example, it would not be an
option on streets where on-street parking is not allowed or available and may not be an option in areas with metered or permit parking on-street.
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Design / Special Development Standards
These standards would be added to a new section in EC 9.5000 Special Development Standards for Certain Uses. The Project Team recommends
applying these in all zones where cottage clusters are allowed, including in SAZs.

ALLOW

ENCOURAGE

Special Development Standards
Number of Dwellings

Per OAR, cities can establish a minimum and maximum number of
cottages per cluster, as long as at least 8 units are permitted to
share one common courtyard. Cities can also limit the number of
clusters per lot (for single-lot development).
ALLOW: Minimum 4; Maximum 8 cottages
Limit to one cluster per lot.

Setbacks

Minimum building separation: 6 feet
Perimeter setbacks and setbacks for individual lots in cottage
cluster subdivision according by base zone standards.

Maximum Building Height

Minimum 4; Maximum 12-16 (or no limit)
No limit on the number of clusters per lot.
*Recommended Approach – Hybrid of
ALLOW and ENCOURAGE: Max 8 cottages
per cluster (per courtyard); no limit on
clusters per lot*
No minimum building separation (allow
building code to control).

*Recommended Approach*

Perimeter and individual lot setbacks: same
as ALLOW.

Limit to 1 or 1.5 stories

Limit to 25 feet or 2 stories
*Recommended Approach*

Maximum Cottage
Footprint

900 sf (per HB 2001 / OAR)
*Recommended Approach*

900 sf; allow additional 200 sf for attached
garage (Model Code approach)

Maximum Floor Area

ALLOW Options:

ENCOURAGE Options:

•

Maximum floor area: 1,200 sf (ensures each unit is equally
limited in scale; could go as low as 900 sf, per OAR)

•

•

Maximum average floor area: 900 sf (provides flexibility for
larger and smaller units)
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No maximum floor area (could allow up
to 1,800 sf, based on footprint and
height—or more if allowing additional
footprint for garage)

*Recommended Approach – Apply both max floor area of 1,200
sf and max average floor area of 900 sf*

•

Maximum average floor area: 1,400 sf
(Model Code approach)

Design Standards: The ALLOW approach would adapt the Model Code design standards. The ENCOURAGE approach would relax the
standards, where appropriate. As noted above, the Model Code includes a modest set of design standards that are already fairly flexible.
The intent of the cottage clusters standards is to promote quality development, create a sense of openness and community of residents,
and enhance the livability, walkability, and safety of the community. There is not much “wiggle room” to apply less restrictive standards than
the Model Code, while still meeting the intent of the standards. As such, the team generally recommends the ALLOW approach here.
• Require cottages to be oriented around a common courtyard.
Cottage Orientation
Don’t require cottages to face the common
(see Figure A below)

•

Cottages must abut the common courtyard or be connected by courtyard, but still require them to abut the
a path.
courtyard or be connected by a path.

•

At least 50% of cottages must face the courtyard and be within
10 feet.

•

Cottages near the street (within 20 ft) can face the street.

*Recommended Approach*
Common Courtyard Design •

Require each cottage cluster to share a common courtyard in
order to provide a sense of openness and community of
residents. Common courtyards must:

Same as ALLOW, except:
•

Require cottages to abut the courtyard
on only one size.

o Be abutted by cottages on at least two sides.

•

Reduce minimum courtyard area (say, to
100 sf per unit).

o Have a minimum width of 15 feet.

•

Allow additional impervious area.

o Contain a minimum of 150 sf per cottage.
o

Be developed with a mix of landscaping, lawn area,
pedestrian paths, and/or paved courtyard area, and may
also include recreational amenities. Impervious elements
of the common courtyard shall not exceed 50% of the total
common courtyard area.

*Recommended Approach*
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Community Buildings

Each cottage cluster may include one community building for the
shared use of residents that provide space for accessory uses such
as community meeting rooms, guest housing, exercise rooms, day
care, or community eating areas.

Reduce limits on size of community
buildings:
• No maximum floor area.
•

Limit size of community buildings in same way as cottages:
• Maximum floor area: 1,400 sf
•

Do not require community building to be
included in average floor area
calculation for cottages.

Include community building in average floor area calculation
for cottages.

*Recommended Approach*
Pedestrian Access

Parking Design
(see Figure B below)

An accessible pedestrian path must be provided that connects the
main entrance of each cottage to the common courtyard, shared
parking areas, community buildings, and public sidewalks. The
path must be hard-surfaced and a minimum of 4 feet wide.
These standards are generally intended to limit the visual impact
of parking areas and garages as viewed from within the cottage
cluster, from the sidewalk, or from adjacent properties—especially
for larger cottage cluster developments.
•

•

Parking can either be clustered or provided with individual
garages/driveways. Parking (both shared and individual) may
or may not be covered.
For clustered parking, the number of contiguous spaces per
grouping is limited, and landscaping is required between each
grouping. Larger developments are allowed more contiguous
spaces per grouping.

•

Parking areas must be setback from street. Screening is
required from the street and from the common courtyard.

•

Garages and carports must not abut the common courtyard.
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Same as ALLOW, except reduce required
width to 3 feet (ADA standard).
*Recommended Approach*
•

Relax the limits on contiguous parking
spaces.

•

Relax parking area setbacks.

•

Exempt attached garages up to 200 sf
from the building footprint calculation.

•

Allow garages or carports to abut no
more than 25% of the courtyard
perimeter.

•

Do not limit size of detached garages.

•

Do not limit garage door width.

•

Individual detached garages are limited to 400 sf in size.

•

Width of individual garage doors is limited to 20 feet.

*Recommended Approach*
Existing Structures

If new cottages are added to a lot with an existing house (SFD) to
form a cluster, the OAR requires that cities exempt the existing
house from the design standards that would apply to the new
cottages.
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N/A

Figure A. Cottage Cluster Orientation and Common Courtyard Standards
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Figure B. Cottage Cluster Parking Design Standards

Triplex and Fourplex
General / Development Standards

EC 9.0500 Definitions

ALLOW

ENCOURAGE

INCENTIVIZE
(near transit)

Keep triplex and fourplex definitions as
attached units. Revise to clarify that
units are on a single lot.

Revise definitions to allow both
attached and detached units.

Same as ENCOURAGE

Revise multi-family definition to exclude
triplexes and fourplexes.

Revise multi-family definition in
same way as ALLOW approach.
*Recommended Approach*

EC 9.2700 Residential Zones
Land Use and Permit
Requirements (9.2740)

No change—triplex and fourplex already
permitted in R zones.

Revise housing type descriptions
to reflect detached unit allowance.

Same as ENCOURAGE

*Recommended Approach*
Special Use Limitations
(9.2741)

Remove notes (5) and (6), which only
permit tri/fourplexes on lots designated
as such in a plat, and prohibit them in
Amazon, Fairmount, and South
University neighborhoods.

Same

Same

Development Standards (9.2750)
Density

Exempt tri/fourplex from maximum
density.

Same

Same

Maximum Height

Keep current standards:

Increase height allowance for
tri/fourplex:

Increase height allowance
only near transit:

•

•

•

R-1: 30 ft (+ 7 ft for pitched roof ≥
6:12)

•

R-2: 35 ft

•

R-3: 50 ft

R-1: 35 ft (+ 7 ft for pitched
roof)

R-2 – R-4: (no change)
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R-1 near transit: 35 ft (+ 7
ft for pitched roof)

•

R-4: 120 ft

•

R-1 elsewhere: 30 ft (+ 7
ft for pitched roof)

•

R-2 – R-4: (no change)

*Recommended Approach*
Minimum Setbacks

Keep current standards in R-1 – R-4:

(no change recommended)

(no change recommended)

Keep current standards:

Increase allowance for duplex:

•

R-1 – R-2: 50%

•

R-1 – R-2: 60%

Further increase allowance
near transit

•

R-3 – R-4: N/A

•

R-3 – R-4: N/A

•

R-1 – R-2 near transit:
70%

•

R-1 – R-2 elsewhere: 60%

•

R-3 – R-4: N/A

•

Front Yard: 10 ft

•

Interior: 5 ft

*Recommended Approach*
Maximum Lot Coverage

*Recommended Approach*

Minimum Open Space

Keep current standard in R-2 – R-4:
Reduce to 10% or remove.
20% open space -- Applies to all
*Recommended Approach*
development in these zones, so complies
with OAR.

Same as ENCOURAGE

Lot Standards (9.2760)
ECONorthwest’s analysis of code scenarios for triplexes and fourplexes suggests that the ENCOURAGE and INCENTIVIZE options for minimum
lot size have a significant impact (when paired with reduced parking requirements) on the feasibility and affordability of smaller rental units.
This supports the Project Team’s recommendation for reducing lot size for triplex/fourplex across all residential zones, and further reducing lot
size near transit lines.
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NOTE: Eugene’s lot standards typically control only the creation of new lots. However, the Middle Housing OARs permit cities to use minimum
lot size to regulate on which existing lots middle housing (other than duplexes) is permitted. The lot standards proposed below would regulate
both the creation of new triplex and fourplex lots and the minimum size of existing lots that could be developed with a new triplex or fourplex.
Lot Area Minimum

Revise for minimum OAR compliance.

Apply reduced lot area.

R-1:

R-1:

Further reduce lot area near
transit.

•

Triplex: 5,000 sf

•

Triplex: 4,500 sf

R-1 near transit:

•

Fourplex: 7,000 sf

•

Fourplex: 6,000 sf

•

Triplex: 3,500 sf

•

Fourplex: 4,500 sf

R-2 – R-4: none (consistent with current
code)

R-2 – R-4: none

R-1 elsewhere:
•

Triplex: 4,500 sf

•

Fourplex: 6,000 sf

R-2 – R-4: none
*Recommended Approach*
Flag Lots

Keep existing lot area minimum: 6,000 sf

(no change recommended)

(no change recommended)

Lot Width / Frontage
Minimum

Keep current standards:

(no change recommended)

(no change recommended)

•

R-1: 50 ft

•

R-2 – R-4: 35 ft

*Recommended Approach*
Special Standards for Table
9.2760 (9.2761)

Remove housing mix maximum for
triplexes and fourplexes in subdivisions.

Same as ALLOW

Same as ALLOW

EC 9.6100 Bicycle Parking
Standards

Exempt triplexes and fourplexes from
bike parking standards.

Same

Same

EC 9.6400 Motor Vehicle Parking and Loading
NOTE: The Middle Housing OARs generally allow cities to require up to 1 parking space per unit for triplexes and fourplexes, except the
rules further limit the amount of parking that cities can require on smaller lots. The City currently has no minimum lot size requirements
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for triplexes or fourplexes in the R-2 through R-4 zones; therefore, those allowances for smaller lots will need to be reflected in reduced
parking ratios. See the ALLOW column below.
As noted above, ECONorthwest’s analysis supports reducing off-street parking ratios for triplexes and fourplexes, since parking can have a
significant impact on the feasibility and affordability of rental units developed on smaller lots.
Minimum Off-Street Parking
(9.6410)

Apply minimum of 1 space per unit,
except reduce parking ratios on smaller
lots (per OAR requirement):

•

Same as ALLOW option,
except allow on-street
parking credit. 3

•

Near transit: 0 spaces

•

Elsewhere: same as
ALLOW/ENCOURAGE
Allow on-street parking
credit everywhere3

•

Triplex/Fourplex lots under 3,000 sf:
1 space per lot

•

•

Triplex/Fourplex lots 3,000 – 4,999
sf: 2 spaces per lot

*Recommended Approach*

•

Fourplex lots 5,000 – 6,999 sf: 3
spaces per lot

EC 9.6700 Site Development Standards
Recycling and Garbage
Screening (9.6740)

Exempt triplexes and fourplexes from
recycling and garbage screening
requirements.

Same

Same

Underground Utilities
(9.6775)

For triplexes and fourplexes created by
converting or adding units on a lot with
an existing home that has overhead
utilities – exempt the new units from
underground utility requirements.

Same

Same

EC 9.6880 Tree Preservation

Since SFD is exempt, must also exempt
middle housing from tree preservation
standards.

Same

Same

3 The on-street credit would be provided only in areas or situations where on-street parking is available and feasible for residents of triplexes and fourplexes. For example, it would
not be an option on streets where on-street parking is not allowed or available and may not be an option in areas with metered or permit parking on-street.
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Design Standards
These standards would be added to a new section in EC 9.5000 Special Development Standards for Certain Uses. The ALLOW approach would
adapt the Model Code design standards. The ENCOURAGE approach would relax the standards, where appropriate. As noted above, the
Model Code includes a modest set of design standards that are already fairly flexible, and that are generally intended to promote
pedestrian-friendly design. There is not much “wiggle room” to apply less restrictive standards than the Model Code, while still meeting the
intent of the standards—even less so than for cottage clusters. As such, the team generally recommends the ALLOW approach here, given the
importance of the Model Code standards in addressing community goals such as pedestrian connectivity and safety, among others.

ALLOW
Entry Orientation

Apply several options for meeting orientation standard:

(see Figure C - Figure E
below)

•

Face the street

•

45 degree angle from street

•

Open onto porch that faces street

•

Face common open space adjacent to street (would only apply to
detached units)

ENCOURAGE
N/A

*Recommended Approach*
Windows
(see Figure F below)

•

Require minimum window coverage of 15% of street-facing facades

•

Exempt units to rear of site (i.e., detached units)

Reduce requirement to 10%

*Recommended Approach*
Garages and Off-Street
Parking Areas
(see Figure G below)

•

Limit width of garages and off-street parking areas between a
triplex/fourplex and the street to a combined width of 50% of street
frontage

•

Intent is to promote a pedestrian-friendly environment by preventing
parking areas from dominating the streetscape

*Recommended Approach*
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N/A

Driveway Approach

•

Limit the total width of all driveway approaches to 32 feet per frontage.

(see Figure H - Figure I
below)

•

Allow driveways to be separated when access is from a local street.

•

Also limit the total number of driveways on corner lots.

(NOTE: This is more flexible than the current code, which generally limits
access to one driveway approach per lot. Modifications or exemptions for
access standards in EC Chapter 7 may also be needed.)
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Increase total driveway width
allowed

Figure C. Main Entrance Facing the Street

Figure D. Main Entrance Facing Common Open
Space
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Figure E. Main Entrance Opening onto a Porch

Figure F. Window Coverage

Figure G. Width of Garages and Parking Areas
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Figure H. Driveway Approach Width and Separation on Local Street
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Figure I. Driveway Approach Options for Multiple Local Street
Frontages

Rowhouse
General / Development Standards

ALLOW
EC 9.0500 Definitions Existing definition of “rowhouse” is
consistent with OAR definition of
“townhouse.” Minor tweaks
recommended for clarity.

ENCOURAGE

INCENTIVIZE
(near transit)

Same

Same

EC 9.2700 Residential Zones
Land Use and Permit
Requirements
(9.2740)

No change to use allowances, except
change P (Permitted) to S (Permitted,
subject to the Special Development
Standards for Certain Uses).

Same

Same

Special Use
Limitations (9.2741)

Remove note (3), which prohibits
rowhouses in the Amazon, Fairmount,
and South University Neighborhoods.

Same

Same

Development Standards (9.2750)
Density and Lot Area
Minimum

Density and minimum lot area for rowhouses should be considered together—therefore, both standards are discussed
here.
Rowhouses are the one middle housing type for which the OAR allows cities to apply maximum density standards—
cities can limit density to four times the maximum density that applies to SFDs or 25 units per net acre, whichever is
less dense. For minimum lot area, the standard can be no less than 1,500 sf. Currently, Eugene’s minimum lot size for
rowhouses is 1,600 sf and the following maximum densities apply:
•

R-1: 14 units per net acre

•

R-2: 28 units per net acre

•

R-3: 56 units per net acre
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•

R-4: 112 units per net acre

The ALLOW approach would reduce the minimum lot size to 1,500 sf in all zones. It would also increase the density
allowance for rowhouses in R-1 to 25 units/acre and keep the existing density limits in the remaining zones.
The ENCOURAGE and INCENTIVIZE approaches would allow additional density, but the extent of that additional
allowance warrants some discussion. The Project Team’s initial proposal for the ENCOURAGE approach is to reduce
minimum lot size to 1,125 sf—this is ¼ of the minimum lot size for SFDs (4,500 sf), so it would be equivalent to
allowing four rowhouse lots to be created from one single-family lot. However, this equates to a density of
approximately 39 units per net acre, which would exceed the current permitted density in the R-2 zone. The Project
Team is seeking direction from the Planning Commission as to whether rowhouses should be allowed to exceed the
OAR-allowed maximum of 25 units/acre in R-1 or the current-code maximum of 28 units in R-2.
One point to consider is that rowhouses already have an advantage over other middle housing types because they
offer “fee simple” ownership options. Reducing lot sizes could potentially make rowhouses an even more attractive
option for most builders in comparison to triplexes and fourplexes. This essentially would favor owner-occupied and
somewhat more expensive housing (rowhouses) over rental housing (most plexes). This isn’t necessarily a bad thing
but is a worthwhile policy discussion. One option to “encourage” rowhouses, while still limiting density to some
extent, would be to allow smaller lots—e.g., 1,125 sf—but to limit the number of rowhouses that could be created at
that size. For example, only 8 rowhouses could be allowed at 1,125 sf per unit; beyond that, rowhouse lots would have
to be at least 1,500 sf. Other options are presented in the ENCOURAGE column below.
•

R-1:
o Lot Area: 1,500 sf

o Density: Increase to 25 units per
acre (per OAR requirement)
•

R-2 – R-4:

•

R-1:
o Lot Area: 1,125 sf
o Density:


OPTION 1: same as ALLOW



OPTION 2: Limit number of
rowhouse lots that can be
created at the min lot size
(e.g., up to 8 lots)



OPTION 3: Exempt
rowhouses from maximum

o Lot Area: 1,500 sf

o Density: No change (density
allowance already exceeds 25
units per acre)
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Near transit: Exempt rowhouses
from maximum density in all R
zones. No minimum lot area.
Elsewhere: Apply the
“ENCOURAGE” approach, to be
determined.

density; allow minimum lot
size to control
•
Maximum Height

Keep current standards:
•

R-1: 30 ft (+ 7 ft for pitched roof ≥
6:12)

•

R-2: 35 ft

•

R-3: 50 ft

•

R-4: 120 ft

R-2 – R-4: same options as R-1

Increase height allowance for
rowhouse:

Increase height allowance only
near transit:

•

R-1: 35 ft (+ 7 ft for pitched roof)

•

•

R-2 – R-4: (no change)

R-1 near transit: 35 ft (+ 7 ft for
pitched roof)

•

R-1 elsewhere: 30 ft (+ 7 ft for
pitched roof)

•

R-2 – R-4: (no change)

*Recommended Approach*
Minimum Setbacks

Keep current standards in R-1 – R-4:
•

Front Yard: 10 ft

Reduce front yard setback for
rowhouses:

•

Interior: 5 ft

•

Front Yard: 5 ft

•

0 setback where units attach

•

Interior: 5 ft

*Recommended Approach* (NOTE:
Porches, balconies, bay windows, etc.
are allowed to intrude 5' into the front
setback.)

•

0 setback where units attach

Maximum Lot
Coverage

Keep current standard in R-1 – R-4: 75%
for rowhouse lots

(no change recommended)

(no change recommended)

Minimum Open Space

Keep current standard in R-2 – R-4:
20% open space (applies to
development site, which includes all
rowhouse lots within the same
development)

Reduce to 10% or remove.

Same as ENCOURAGE

*Recommended Approach*
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Same as ENCOURAGE

Lot Standards (9.2760)
Lot Area Minimum

See Density discussion above

•

Flag Lots

Do not permit rowhouses on flag lots.

Lot Width / Frontage
Minimum

Lot Frontage Options to ENCOURAGE or INCENTIVIZE Rowhouses:

Same

Same

The current code requires rowhouses to have frontage on a street. However, the Model Code approach is not to
require street frontage, but instead to allow alternative configurations such as rowhouses facing a shared access drive
that is perpendicular to a public street, or a second row of rowhouses behind a street-fronting row. This would open
up more possibilities for rowhouse development—including on infill sites—but would be a significant policy change.
The Project Team recommends the more flexible approach of not requiring street frontage for rowhouses.
Keep current standards in R-1 – R-4: 15
ft minimum street frontage and width

Do not require street frontage.

Do not require street frontage.

Reduce minimum width to 10 ft.

•

Near transit: no minimum lot
width

•

Elsewhere: minimum width of
10 ft

*Recommended Approach*
Special Standards for
Table 9.2760 (9.2761)

Remove note (3), which requires both
street frontage and alley access for all
rowhouse lots. Because alley access is
not required for SFDs, it cannot be
required for rowhouses, per OAR
standards.

Same

Same

EC 9.6400 Motor
Vehicle Parking and
Loading

Keep current minimum: 1 space per
unit

1 space per unit; allow on-street
parking credit 4

•

Near transit: 0 spaces

•

Elsewhere: 1 space per unit

4 The on-street credit would be provided only in areas or situations where on-street parking is available and feasible for residents of rowhouses. For example, it would not be an
option on streets where on-street parking is not allowed or available and may not be an option in areas with metered or permit parking on-street.
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Minimum Off-Street
Parking (9.6410)

•

Allow on-street parking credit
everywhere4

*Recommended Approach*

EC 9.6700 Site
Development
Standards

Exempt triplexes and fourplexes from
recycling and garbage screening
requirements.

Same

Same

Since SFD is exempt, must also exempt
middle housing from tree preservation
standards.

Same

Same

Recycling and
Garbage Screening
(9.6740)

EC 9.6880 Tree
Preservation

Design / Special Development Standards
These standards would be added to a new section in EC 9.5000 Special Development Standards for Certain Uses.
For design standards, the ALLOW approach would adapt the Model Code design standards. The ENCOURAGE approach would relax the
standards, where appropriate. As noted above, the Model Code includes a modest set of design standards that are already fairly flexible,
and that are generally intended to promote pedestrian-friendly design. There is not much “wiggle room” to apply less restrictive standards
than the Model Code, while still meeting the intent of the standards—even less so than for cottage clusters. As such, the team generally
recommends the ALLOW approach here, given the importance of the Model Code standards in addressing community goals such as
pedestrian connectivity and safety, among others.

ALLOW
Maximum Number of
Attached Units

ENCOURAGE

According to the OAR, cities can limit the number of rowhouses in a grouping as long as the limit is four or higher.
Limiting the number of attached rowhouses can help control the scale of buildings and provide more open space. At
the same time, this requirement limits flexibility for developers and by requiring additional land for side yards, it can
make units a bit more expensive.

•

R-1: 4 rowhouses per grouping

•
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R-1: 10 rowhouses per grouping

•

R-2 – R-4: 10 rowhouses per grouping

•

R-2 – R-4: no maximum

*Recommended Approach*
Entry Orientation
(see Figure C - Figure E
above)

Apply same orientation options as for triplex and fourplex (face the
street, open onto a porch, etc.).
*Recommended Approach*

(see Figure F above)

Require minimum window coverage of 15% of street-facing
facades.

Unit Definition

•

Require each unit to include at least one design feature from a
list of options (roof dormer, balcony, bay window, offset, etc.).

•

Intended to help break up façade of attached rowhouses

Windows

(see Figure J below)

N/A

Reduce requirement to 10%.

*Recommended Approach*
N/A

*Recommended Approach*
Driveway Access and
Parking
(see Figure K - Figure M
below)

•

No longer require rear alley access for rowhouses (since this
violates state rules), but allow alley access as an option.

•

Allow garages on front façade and off-street parking in front
yard only if on a local street and if garages and driveways are
limited to 12 ft wide. Potentially require paired/shared
driveways for every two units—this would help limit curb cuts
and potentially create space for on-street parking.

•

Otherwise, access must be provided to the rear of rowhouse
units—via shared access, consolidated driveway, or alley.

*Recommended Approach*
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Do not limit driveway width per rowhouse
lot.

Figure J. Rowhouse Unit Definition

Figure K. Rowhouses with Parking in Front Yard

Figure L. Rowhouses on Corner Lot with Shared
Access
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Figure M. Rowhouses with Consolidated Access

Special Area Zones
We have limited the primary options for updating SAZs to the ALLOW and ENCOURAGE approaches. The ALLOW approach would make only those
changes needed to comply with state rules and those needed to remove major barriers to middle housing. The ENCOURAGE approach would
make more significant changes to remove barriers and/or for consistency with the base zones, or would simply exempt middle housing from
certain standards (or all SAZ standards). Below is a high-level summary of potential approaches and examples of standards that would be affected.
NOTE: Most middle housing types are already permitted in applicable SAZs; however, cottage clusters will need to be added as a permitted use in
all SAZs and standards for cottage clusters should be added. Because cottage clusters have a specific set of design considerations, the Project
Team’s initial recommendation is to apply the same set of design standards in SAZs as will apply in base zones. The exception could be where
specific SAZ standards are additive to the standard cottage cluster requirements (e.g., building material or roof pitch standards).
UPDATE: As noted in the “Key Decision Points” section above, the Project Team recommends exempting middle housing from Special Area Zone
standards and instead applying base zone standards and the new design standards proposed to be added to EC 9.5000 Special Development
Standards for Certain Uses. Also, a closer look at the Whiteaker and Walnut Station SAZs revealed that they do not implement a Residential Land
Use Designation and therefore HB 2001 would not require changes within these zones. Accordingly, the Walnut Station SAZ has been excluded
from the table below. However, the team recommends updating the Whiteaker SAZ to be consistent with the other SAZs, because few changes
are needed for compliance.
Proposed amendments are in italics.

9.3050 S-C: Chambers

ALLOW

ENCOURAGE

S-C/R-1 Subarea: The code defers to the R-1 zone
use and development standards. No substantive
changes needed for OAR compliance.

S-C/R-1 Subarea: Potentially exempt middle housing
from the 400-square foot alley open space
requirement, which could be a barrier.

S-C/R-3 Subarea: The code generally defers to the R2 zone use standards, but also provides additional
standards.
• Special density standards must be amended for
OAR compliance. Keep minimum lot sizes
consistent with R-2 base zone.

S-C/R-2 Subarea:
• Interior sloped setbacks and special height
standards are likely barriers. Potentially exempt
middle housing.
• Same 400-square foot alley open space
requirement applies as in the S-C/R-1 subarea;
potentially exempt middle housing.
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•

9.3100 S-CN: Chase Node

9.3200 S-DW: Downtown
Westside

9.3300 S-E: Elmira Road

9.3500 S-HB: Blair Boulevard
Historic Commercial

9.3600 S-JW: Jefferson Westside

All other special development/design standards
apply to all housing types and therefore comply
with the OAR.

Development and design standards—such as alley
access, exterior wall material, and roof pitch
requirements—apply to all housing types and don’t
present major barriers to middle housing. Therefore,
no substantive changes are needed for OAR
compliance.

Potentially revise the 50% maximum lot coverage
standard consistent with the ENCOURAGE approach
for base zones. Cottage clusters must be exempt
from lot coverage requirements.

The code defers to the R-4 zone for any standards
not covered in the SAZ.

Amend minimum lot sizes consistent with the
ENCOURAGE approach for the R-4 zone.

Minimum lot size standards must be amended for
OAR compliance.

Potentially exempt middle housing from 20%
landscaping requirement.

Housing is subject to R-1 development and lot
standards. No changes needed for OAR compliance
or to remove barriers.

N/A

Development and design standards apply to all
housing types. Because this is a historic district, it is
acceptable to have discretionary standards for
housing. No changes needed for OAR compliance.

N/A

R-2 residential use standards apply.

Amend standards to address barriers (or exempt
middle housing):
• Alley open space requirement of 400 sf and
other alley development standards.
• Interior sloped setbacks are very limiting to
middle housing with more than one story.
• Limitations on quantity and width of garage
doors is a barrier for duplexes, triplexes, and
fourplexes.

Numerous development/design standards do not
comply with OAR standards and/or create
potentially significant barriers. At minimum, address
OAR compliance issues:
• Parking minimums are based on bedroom count.
• Maximum dwellings per lot effectively establish
larger minimum lot sizes than what the OAR
allows.
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•
•
•
•

9.3800 S-RN: Royal Node

9.3900 S-W: Whiteaker

Bedroom counts are capped for multi-unit
development.
Building height is limited to 18 feet for portions
of lots (not a duplex or cottage compliance issue,
but it is for triplex/fourplex and rowhouse).
Front setback—exceeds OAR 10-foot limit for
cottage cluster.
20% open space requirement applies to 3+ units,
but not SFD; therefore, doesn’t comply.

•

Driveways are limited to one curb cut and 12foot width, with is a barrier to duplex and
tri/fourplex.

Minimum lot size standards must be amended for
OAR compliance.

Amend minimum lot sizes consistent with the
ENCOURAGE approach for base zones.

Design standards—including building orientation,
windows, façade materials, front porches, and roof
pitch—apply to all housing types, and therefore
generally comply with the OAR. However, some
design standards need minor revisions for OAR
compliance.

Potentially revise the 50% maximum lot coverage
standard consistent with the ENCOURAGE approach
for base zones. Cottage clusters must be exempt
from lot coverage requirements.

Maximum density is determined by R-4 zone
standards.

Amend minimum lot sizes consistent with the
ENCOURAGE approach for residential base zones
(e.g., R-1 or R-2).

Residential development is subject to C-2 zone
development standards, which appear to comply
with the OAR.
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Consider exempting middle housing from some or all
of the SAZ-specific design standards.

Attachment B
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Becky Hewitt and Tyler Bump, ECONorthwest
Impacts of Code Scenarios (Allow/Encourage/Incentivize) on Small Rental Units

Introduction
The City of Eugene is in the process of preparing Middle Housing Code Amendments to
comply with Oregon House Bill 2001 (HB 2001). In brief, as required by HB 2001, these code
amendments will allow middle housing—duplexes, triplexes, fourplexes, cottage clusters, and
townhomes—in all residential zones that allow single-family detached housing, at densities
higher than those for single-family housing and without restrictions that would create
“unreasonable” cost or delay for middle housing development. The City is currently
considering options for the specific standards that will apply to middle housing. This analysis
considers the impacts of varying development regulations on small, rental units that tend to
be lower cost. The purpose is to determine how the City’s code choices can increase the
affordability of middle housing development.
ECONorthwest’s prior analysis showed that:
New middle housing is comparatively less expensive than new single-family housing,
because sales prices and rents tend to be lower for attached housing than for comparable
detached housing, and new single-family detached housing tends to be larger and
sometimes more luxury-oriented than even high-end middle housing.
While many types of middle housing development are potentially feasible as rental or as
ownership, typically building new ownership housing is more financially feasible.
The smallest middle housing units will offer the lowest prices/rents overall; however,
they are also likely to be higher priced on a per-square-foot basis, and may be less
financially feasible to develop than larger units.
Based on these findings, the City asked ECONorthwest to look at whether the code options
under consideration could help encourage middle housing at lower costs that would be
attainable by people earning 80% to 120% of area median income (AMI), such as smaller rental
housing units.

Approach
Unit Type and Affordability Level
We evaluated the financial feasibility of developing small rental duplex, triplex, fourplex
examples, with two-bedroom units that would be roughly affordable to a three-person
household with two minimum wage earners, or a three-person, single-income household with a
job paying under $60,000 per year, as shown in Exhibit 1.
ECONorthwest | Portland | Seattle | Los Angeles | Eugene | Boise | econw.com
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Exhibit 1: Housing Affordability by Income, 2-Bedroom Middle Housing Rental Units
Source: Lane County Affordable Housing Action Plan

Estimated rent / affordability range

Code Options
We compared financial feasibility of development with different standards based on three code
options—Allow, Encourage, and Incentivize packages. In particular, we tested how variations
in lot size and parking affected feasibility. (The other code standards had less impact for this
type of development.) The standards tested with each package are summarized in brief below.
These standards reflect draft code packages as of early April 2021; however, the specific
recommendations may continue to change through community and planning commission
discussion.
Exhibit 2: Minimum Lot Size (square feet) by Code Package
Allow

Encourage

Incentivize

Duplex

4,500

3,000

2,250

Triplex

5,000

4,500

3,500

Fourplex

7,000

6,000

4,500

Exhibit 3: Parking Requirements per Unit by Code Package
Allow

Encourage

Incentivize

Duplex

1

1

0

Triplex

1

0.67

0

Fourplex

1

0.5

0

We kept unit size (810 square feet, two bedrooms) the same across the duplex, triplex, and
fourplex development examples, and across the different code options, in order to isolate the
impacts of density and parking on smaller rental units.

ECONorthwest
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Feasibility Measures
Our analysis used residual land value (RLV) per square foot of land as an indicator of relative
financial feasibility. RLV is a measure of what a developer is able to pay for land, given
expected construction, operating costs, and revenue. In other words, it is the budget that
developers have remaining for land after all the other development constraints have been
accounted for. It is a useful metric for assessing how code changes and potential development
incentives interact to impact development feasibility. A development with a higher RLV can
spend more on land, which expands the options for where the development can occur (all else
equal). When two types of development are both possible on a given site, the one with the
higher RLV may be more likely, because the developer can spend more to acquire the site.
Higher RLV does not itself indicate greater affordability, but if a more affordable housing type
has an RLV comparable to that of a more expensive housing type, it makes it more likely that
the lower-cost housing type will get built at least some of the time.
We compared the RLV of the small, rental plexes to two example development types evaluated
in earlier testing—single-family detached homes and townhouses. To the extent that the code
options increase the RLV of the small, rental plexes, this increases the chances that this type of
development will be built rather than single-family detached homes and townhouses.

Findings
Impact on Feasibility
Exhibit 4 shows how RLV varies for each prototype across the different code packages. It shows
that:
The Encourage package improves feasibility somewhat relative to Allow, but Incentivize
helps noticeably more in making plexes with smaller rental units feasible. The RLV per
square foot for the smaller rental housing development examples is roughly double with
Incentivize compared to Allow, meaning that they could afford substantially higher land
costs and still be financially feasible to develop.
With Encourage, smaller rental units are roughly comparable in terms of financial
feasibility with single-family detached development. With Incentivize smaller rental
housing is more feasible than single-family detached development.
Even with the Incentivize package, smaller rental plexes still don't compete very well
with townhouses. However, they are more comparable. This is true despite not applying
any code incentives for townhouses.
Fourplexes have the highest RLV among the small rental plexes, making these more
likely to be financially feasible than the other small plexes if each is developed at the lot
sizes assumed here.

ECONorthwest
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Exhibit 4: Residual Land Value Range by Housing Type and Code Package

Most of the impact on feasibility is a result of needing less land. Not building off-street parking
reduces construction cost somewhat, but its primary impact is to allow the development to fit
on a smaller lot.
One other consideration is that by allowing units on smaller lots, there is a greater chance that
someone could split their existing lot and sell part of it for middle housing development
without needing to redevelop the whole lot, though this depends on the layout of the site.

Impact on Affordability
The rent is anticipated to be lower for the options that provide less or no off-street parking. This
reduces construction cost slightly, as noted above, but the main reason for the difference is
market-driven: people generally will pay a bit less for unit without parking. However, as noted
above, the smaller lot size makes this option more financially feasible on a per square foot basis,
despite the lower rents.
The rents for this type of development are likely to vary more based on variations in market
conditions around the City. Assuming a three-person family (which is the standard that HUD
uses for setting rent limits for a two-bedroom unit), these smaller rental plexes would be
affordable at roughly the percentages of AMI listed below.
ECONorthwest
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Allow: 75-94% of AMI
Encourage: 74-93% of AMI
Incentivize: 71%-89% of AMI
This affects development feasibility as well as affordability. At the low end of the rent range,
development has a lower RLV (shown with the blue markers on Exhibit 4) and is less likely to
be financially feasible, particularly in a redevelopment situation.

Conclusions
The Encourage and Incentivize code provisions related to reducing minimum lot size and
minimum parking requirements for middle housing positively impact the feasibility and
affordability of smaller rental units. These units would be affordable to households between
71% and 94% of AMI, generally earning less than $60,000 per year. While they will continue to
face challenges competing with townhomes, with the Incentivize code provisions they may be
more feasible than single-family development. This suggests that these code options support
the City’s affordability goals and expand development potential for middle housing.
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